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Abstract: To achieve sustainable development goals and meet the demand for clean and efficient
energy utilization, it is imperative to advance the penetration of renewable energy in various sectors.
Energy storage systems can mitigate the intermittent issues of renewable energy and enhance the
efficiency and economic viability of existing energy facilities. Among various energy storage tech-
nologies, thermocline heat storage (THS) has garnered widespread attention from researchers due to
its stability and economic advantages. Currently, there are only a few review articles focusing on
THS, and there is a gap in the literature regarding the optimization design of THS systems. Therefore,
this paper provides a comprehensive review of the recent research progress in THS, elucidating its
principles, thermal storage materials, applications, and optimization designs. The novelty of this
work lies in the detailed classification and analysis of various optimization designs for THS, including
tank shape, aspect ratio, inlet/outlet configuration, thermal energy storage materials arrangement,
operating strategies, and numerical model optimization approaches. The limitations of existing re-
search are also identified, and future perspectives are proposed, aiming to provide recommendations
for THS research and contribute to the development and promotion of THS technology.

Keywords: thermocline; thermal energy storage; thermal ratchet; packed bed; cascaded configuration;
thermal energy storage material; thermocline heat storage

1. Introduction

With the increase in the world population and the improvement of living standards,
there is a continuous rise in energy demand [1]. However, the excessive use of non-
renewable energy sources has led to increasingly severe environmental issues, such as
extreme weather events, global warming, and air pollution [2]. The utilization of renewable
and clean energy sources, improvement of the efficiency of existing energy consumption
systems, and reduction in energy losses are key approaches to addressing energy challenges.

Energy storage technologies offer various advantages to energy systems, including
increasing the penetration of renewable energy, enhancing energy efficiency, and improving
economic viability [3]. Thermal energy storage (TES) technology stands out as a crucial
energy storage method capable of reducing disparities between energy demand and supply.
It finds widespread applications in areas such as harnessing new energy sources, waste
heat recovery, and desalination [4].

According to the TES mechanism, TES technology can be divided into three categories:
sensible heat storage, latent heat storage, and thermo-chemical heat storage. Thermocline
heat storage (THS), a method that can integrate with the above three TES technologies,
stores both cold and hot heat transfer fluids (HTFs) and TES media in the same tank. Due
to the effects of density difference and buoyancy, the cold and hot fluids automatically
stratify within the tank, forming a temperature gradient zone known as the thermocline
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zone. In comparison to traditional two-tank TES systems, THS systems have a simpler
structure, occupy less space, and can save 15–45% in costs [5,6]. Cascetta’s techno-economic
comparison indicates that the leveling storage cost of a single-tank system is approximately
48% lower than that of a two-tank TES system [7]. Consequently, THS technology has
become a recent research focus. Enhancing the efficiency, reducing costs, and promoting
the widespread application of THS systems are the current primary research directions.

An analysis of the number of articles published from 2010 to 2023 indicates an overall
upward trend in the volume of research related to THS, as depicted in Figure 1. However,
only a handful of reviews have specifically focused on THS. Despite numerous studies
dedicated to the optimization of THS systems, there has been an absence of a comprehensive
summary and review of the various optimization methodologies.
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This paper presents a synthesis of the recent advancements in THS research, providing
a thorough exposition of the principles, thermal energy storage materials (TESMs), applica-
tions, and optimization approaches associated with THS. In terms of TESMs, this review
summarizes the thermal properties of the majority of liquid and solid materials utilized
in THS and introduces several novel materials, providing insights into material selection
in TES system design and facilitating the promotion of new materials. The discussion
of THS applications reveals its compatibility with various systems and the economic or
environmental benefits it can provide.

The focal point of this paper is the classification, analysis, and summarization of THS
optimization methods, offering comprehensive information for the improvement of existing
THS systems and the design of new ones. This contributes to enhancing the efficiency,
economic viability, and compatibility of THS systems, thereby facilitating the broader
application and promotion of this technology and contributing to energy conservation.
Finally, by reviewing the most recent studies, we have identified the shortcomings in
current research and propose several suggestions and prospects for future work.

2. Thermocline Heat Storage Principles
2.1. Basic Principles

The basic principle of THS is to utilize the density difference between cold and hot
fluids to form natural stratification. When the hot fluid is injected from the top of the
storage tank, due to its lower density, it will stay at the upper part of the tank, whereas
since the cold fluid is drawn from the bottom of the tank, due to its higher density, it
settles at the lower part of the tank. Inside the storage tank, a distinct temperature gradient
is formed, known as the “thermocline”. THS stores heat through the TESM inside the
tank, which can be divided into sensible TESMs and latent TESMs (as known as phase
change materials, PCMs). The sensible TESM stores and releases heat through the change
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in material temperature, and its specific heat capacity determines the heat storage capacity
of the sensible TESM. The calculation formula of sensible TES can be expressed as follows:

Qs = mc∆T (1)

where Qs represents the amount of sensible heat stored or released, m is the mass of the
material, c is the specific heat capacity, and ∆T is the change in temperature.

Latent TES, which utilizes PCMs, operates on the principle of absorbing or releasing
latent heat during the phase transition process. Throughout this process, the temperature of
the PCM remains constant, yet it is capable of absorbing or releasing a substantial amount
of thermal energy. The calculation formula of latent TES (QL) can be expressed as follows:

QL =
∫ Tm

Ti

mcdT + mam∆hm +
∫ Te

Tm
mcdT (2)

where Ti and Te are the initial temperature and the end temperature of the heat storage
process, respectively; am is the melting fraction, ∆hm is the latent heat per unit mass, and
Tm is the melting point of the medium.

The heat stored in a THS system is the sum of the heat stored in the sensible TESMs
and PCMs inside the tank, expressed as follows:

QTHS = Qs + QL (3)

2.2. Classification of Thermocline Heat Storage

Based on the different TESMs inside the tank, THS systems can be divided into single-
medium thermocline heat storage (SMTHS) tanks and dual-medium thermocline heat
storage (DMTHS) tanks. In SMTHS tanks, only the HTF itself serves as the thermal storage
medium, while in DMTHS tanks, both the solid TESM and HTF serve as the thermal
storage medium simultaneously. SMTHS tanks are characterized by their simple structure,
convenient construction, easy maintenance, and high thermal efficiency but relatively
low energy storage capacity. The solid TESM in DMTHS tanks can increase the heat
storage capacity, but it may introduce issues such as thermal ratcheting, particle deposition
leading to maintenance problems, material compatibility issues, and thermal losses due to
heat exchange. In some high-temperature applications, a solid TESM has replaced some
expensive liquid TESMs, thereby reducing costs. DMTHS tanks can be further subdivided
into packed bed THS tanks and structured THS tanks. Packed beds can be classified based
on the arrangement of solid TESM particles into disordered beds, ordered beds, cascaded
beds, segmented beds, and layered beds, which will be detailed in Section 5.

Based on whether heat exchangers or heat exchange coils are used for heat exchange,
THS systems can be categorized as direct systems (also known as open systems) and
indirect systems (closed systems). The THS system types introduced in this article are
shown in Figure 2.
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2.3. Thermocline Heat Storage Process

THS tanks operate in three modes: charging (energy storage), discharging (energy
release), and standby mode. During charging, a high-temperature HTF is typically injected
from the top inlet of the tank, while a cold HTF is expelled from the bottom port. Due to
the density difference and buoyancy, the cold and hot fluids separate into an upper hot
temperature zone and a lower cold temperature zone. Heat diffusion between the cold and
hot fluids creates a thermal stratification zone with a temperature gradient known as the
thermocline zone. As the charging time increases, the thermocline zone moves downward,
expanding continuously until the outlet temperature reaches the cut-off temperature,
stopping the charging process. During discharging, the low-temperature HTF enters from
the bottom of the tank, and the thermocline zone moves upward. During the charging and
discharging process, the heat imbalance and uneven flow in the tank will cause the hot
and cold fluids to form convection or vortex, reducing thermal stratification, resulting in
a reduction in the energy storage capacity and overall efficiency of the storage tank. The
schematic diagram of the thermocline is shown in Figure 3.
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In the literature, different methods define the thermocline zone, including the per-
centage of the maximum temperature difference in the fluid [8], absolute value of the
temperature difference [9], or based on the magnitude of the temperature gradient. The
thickness and stability of the thermocline significantly impact the performance of THS
tanks, with thinner thermoclines leading to better tank performance.

During charging, the injection of thermal jets causes entrainment phenomena [10],
resulting in convective heat transfer and fluid dynamic perturbations [11], leading to ther-
mocline decay. Obtaining piston flow and the flattened thermocline shape during charging
and discharging is essential for ensuring proper thermal stratification. Due to the lack of
solid filler buffering, thermoclines in SMTHS tanks are more affected by thermal jets. Pre-
cise analytical solutions for convective heat transfer caused by buoyancy jets in SMT tanks
have been established [12]. Yi and Nakayama developed a set of volume-averaged control
equations to study transient convection and heat conduction in a packed bed THS tank.
They determined three crucial dimensionless parameters: the solid-to-liquid heat capacity
ratio, the gap Stanton number, and the Peclet number based on effective total thermal
conductivity and derived explicit expressions for the effective discharge efficiency [13].

The expansion rate of the thermocline region varies with the filling material. The
interface formed between two different filling materials affects the development of the
thermocline. When the thermocline region moves from a slower-expanding material to a
faster-expanding one, the thermocline thickness increases, known as the expansion effect.
Conversely, when it moves from a faster-expanding material to a slower one, it decreases,
termed the contraction effect. This interface effect can be utilized to control the development
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of the thermocline. Li et al. utilized a transient two-dimensional axisymmetric model to
analyze the cycling performance of traditional single-layer packed bed THS tanks and
new multi-layer packed bed THS tanks [14]. They optimized the new multi-layer packed
bed THS tank using the interface effect. After optimization with three types of filling
materials (quartzite, cast iron, and high-temperature concrete), the tank’s effective energy
was increased by 10.5% compared to a tank filled solely with quartzite, with a slight
decrease of 2.1% in thermal efficiency. Xie et al. found that heat loss has a significant impact
on thermocline expansion (>20%), and good insulation can increase charging efficiency by
5–7% and the capacity ratio by 3–5% [15].

When the tank is in standby mode, the water body remains in a static state, allowing
the thermocline to persist for an extended period. However, due to the influence of
axial temperature gradients and radial temperature gradients caused by wall heat losses,
the thickness of the thermocline continually increases, and the expansion rate gradually
decreases. The higher the initial position of the thermocline, the faster the temperature
decrease in the high-temperature fluid [16]. Therefore, it is advisable to avoid long periods
of standby mode for the tank and apply necessary thermal insulation to the tank.

2.4. Thermal Ratchet Phenomenon

The phenomenon of thermal ratcheting may occur in DMTHS tanks during consecutive
cycles of heating and cooling, posing a concern in engineering applications that could
compromise the safety and structural integrity of the tank [17]. During the charging
process, if the thermal expansion of the tank wall exceeds that of the filling material, a
radial gap may form, causing the settling of the filling material due to gravitational forces.
In the discharging process, the settled particles cannot return to their original positions,
occupying space and preventing the tank from fully contracting, leading to thermal stress
and potential plastic deformation. The continuous deformation of the tank wall during the
cycling process can result in structural damage.

Significant research has been conducted on the thermal ratcheting phenomenon in
THS tanks. Elfeky et al. developed a two-phase numerical method to investigate the
impact of the melting temperature of phase change material (PCM) layers on the thermo-
mechanical performance of cascading thermal stratification storage tanks [18]. The study
considered the thermal interactions between PCM capsules, insulation layers, the fluid, the
environment, and the shell. Additionally, the research assessed the risk of ratcheting failure.
González et al. proposed an original numerical model that was dynamically solved in the
NEST platform and coupled all important components of the CSP plant energy storage
system, allowing for the analysis of the thermo-mechanical parameters of the packed bed
THS tank during plant operation [19]. They suggested representing tank wall stress using
hoop stress, as under equivalent stress, the effects of radial stress, structural self-weight,
and high-temperature gradient bending can be negligible.

Flueckiger et al. developed a modeling approach that simulates fluid flow and heat
transfer within the tank using a two-temperature model [17]. Finite element analysis was
employed to predict the thermo-mechanical stress associated with thermal ratcheting. The
study investigated the possibility of thermal ratcheting-induced damage to the composite
wall structure of DMTHS tank shells, with results suggesting that enhancing the insulation
performance inside the tank can reduce the likelihood of thermal ratcheting. Wang et al.
established a numerical model of a multi-layer wall structure THS tank and conducted a
comprehensive parameter study on the comprehensive thermal and mechanical perfor-
mances of the tank [20]. Studies have shown that the maximum mechanical stress on the
tank wall can be reduced by increasing the inlet HTF temperature and velocity or reducing
the diameter, thermal conductivity, and specific heat of solid filler particles.

The application of a structured packed bed [21] and orderly arrangement of solid
fillers can also avoid the thermal ratchet phenomenon.
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2.5. Dimensionless Numbers and Performance Indicators
2.5.1. Dimensionless Numbers

This section introduces commonly used dimensionless numbers related to THS, which
can describe and characterize THS systems.

• Stratification number

The stratification number is defined as the ratio of the mean of the temperature
gradients at any time interval to the maximum mean temperature gradient for the charging–
discharging process. The stratification number is expressed as

Str =
∂T/∂y

(∂T/∂y)max
(4)

• Dimensionless temperature

T∗ =
T − Tc

Th − Tc
(5)

• Reynolds number

The Reynolds number represents a ratio of the inertial to the viscous forces.
The Reynolds number of inlet/outlet ports can be expressed as follows:

Re =
ρ f υ f d

µ f
(6)

where ρ f is the density of the fluid, υ f is the superficial velocity of the fluid, d is the diameter
of inlet/outlet port, and µ f is the viscosity of the fluid.

The Reynolds number of a storage tank can be expressed as follows:

Retank =
ρ f vtankW

µ f
(7)

where W is the side length of the storage tank; vtank is the average velocity of the fluid
inside the tank.

The Reynolds number of TES material particles can be expressed as follows [22]:

Rep =
ρ f υ f dp

µ f (1 − ε)
(8)

where dp is the diameter of the particle, and ε is the void fraction of the packed bed.

• Richardson number

It is a measure of the ratio of the buoyancy to the mixing force and provides qualitative
estimates for thermal stratification in storage tanks. For low flow rates, the Richardson
number is bigger, representing better stratification within the tank [23]. At low flow rates,
the Richardson number can qualitatively represent stratification in storage tanks. Under
charging conditions with highly variable fluid flow rates, the Richardson number should
not be used to characterize thermal stratification [22].

Ri =
gβH ·

(
Ttop − Tbottom

)
vtank

2 (9)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, β is the thermal expansion coefficient, H is the
height of the storage tank, Ttop is the temperature at the top of the storage tank, and Tbottom
is the temperature at the bottom of the storage tank.

• Froude number
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Froude number (Fr) is defined as the ratio of inertial force and the buoyancy force.

Fr =
vin√

dpg(ρc − ρh)/ρc

(10)

where ρc is the density of cold fluid, ρh is the density of hot fluid, and vin is the average
velocity of the inlet port.

• Peclet number

The Peclet number provides the relationship between bulk heat transfer and con-
ductive heat transfer. It is usually used together with the Richardson number to define
stratification in storage tanks [23]. The Pe number cannot be evaluated separately for
thermal stratification, as it increases with increasing flow rate.

Pe =
vH
α

(11)

where
v =

Q
π·r2

tank
(12)

where Q is the flow rate of the HTF, and α is the thermal diffusivity of the HTF; rtank is the
radius of the storage tank.

• Stanton number

The Stanton number contains the heat transfer information and can be thought of as
a ratio of temperature differences and areas. The authors of Ref. [24] proposed that the
higher the St value, the better the effective heat transfer coefficient. The Stanton number
can be expressed as follows:

St =
h

ρ f Cp f u
(13)

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient; u is the fluid velocity.

• MIX number

The MIX number considers different temperature distributions inside the tank and
divides the tank into several volumes at different temperatures. The MIX number can be
used to characterize the stratification inside a water tank, but it is highly sensitive to small
changes in operating temperature and temperature curves, and it is necessary to measure
the water temperature inside the tank, making it difficult to use [23].

The range of MIX numbers is from 0 to 1, where MIX = 0 represents a fully layered
tank, and MIX = 1 represents a perfectly mixed tank. The MIX number can be expressed as
follows:

MIX =
Mstr − Mexp

Mstr − M f ully−mixed
(14)

where Mexp is the momentum of energy derived from experimental data, Mstr is the
momentum of energy for a perfectly stratified storage, and M f ully−mixed is the momentum
of energy of a perfectly mixed storage. Both Mstr and M f ully−mixed are calculated for TES,
storing the same amount of energy as derived from the experimental data.

Joseph Rendall et al. reviewed ten dimensionless numbers (Archimedes, Biot, Froude,
Grassof, Peclet, Rayleigh, Reynolds, Richardson, Atwood, Stratification) used for modeling
THS tanks, with a focus on the Richardson number and Reynolds number [25].
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2.5.2. Performance Indicators

A key performance parameter is storage efficiency, defined as the ratio between
the increase in stored internal energy and the net thermal energy flowing into the stor-
age tank [26].

ηs =
Estore

Enet
=

Estore∫ t
0

.
mCp(Tin − Tout)dt

(15)

In some of the literature [27], energy storage efficiency is defined as follows:

η =
Edischarged

Echarged + Epumping
(16)

And

Echarged/discharged =
∫ t

0

.
mCp(Tin − Tout)dt (17)

The capacity ratio (σ) represents the ratio of the actual stored thermal energy to the
maximum storage capacity of the THS tank.

σ =
Estore

Emax
store

=
Estore

Vtank
(
CpinTinρin − CpcTcρc

) (18)

where the subscript in represents the state at the inlet of the tank, and c represents the
initial state.

The charging efficiency based on the first law of thermodynamics is as follows [28]:

ηch(t) =
Tavg(t)− Tini

Tinlet − Tini
(19)

where Tavg(t) is the average temperature of the tank over time, Tini is the initial average
temperature of the tank, and Tinlet is the inlet temperature of the tank. When the inlet
temperature of the storage tank also changes over time, Equation (19) can be written
as follows:

ηch(t) =
Tavg(t)− Tini

Tinlet(t)− Tini
(20)

The exergy charging efficiency based on the second law of thermodynamics can be
expressed as follows:

ηex = 1 − T0

H(Tdel − Tmean)

∫ H

0
ln

(
Tdel
T(y)

)
dy (21)

where T0 is the dead state or reference temperature, H is the height of the tank, Tdel is the
exergy delivery temperature, Tmean is the mean temperature of the storage, and y is the
vertical coordinate of the tank. In the experiment, Equation (21) was discretized, and Tmean
is equal to Tavg, and Tdel is equal to Tinlet, giving the following:

ηex = 1 − T0

H
(
Tinlet − Tavg

) N

∑
i=1

ln
(

Tinlet
Ti

)
∆h (22)

The energy efficiency calculated based on the stored fluid flow rate is as follows [29]:

ηen =

∫
td

.
m·
(

hm

(
Tout,d

f

)
− hm

(
Tin,d

f

))
dt∫

tch

.
m·
(

hm

(
Tin,ch

f

)
− hm

(
Tout,ch

f

))
dt

(23)

where hm is the specific enthalpy; the fluid temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the
tank are Tin,d

f and Tout,d
f , while the superscripts ch and d correspond to the charging and
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discharging processes, respectively. From a physical perspective, energy efficiency is an
indicator of the quality of the tank’s insulation. In the adiabatic case, it is equal to 1 in
stationary periodic operation. And exergy efficiency can be expressed as follows:

ηex =

∫
td

.
m·
(

hm

(
Tout,d

f

)
− hm

(
Tin,d

f

))
dt ·
(

1 − T∞∼
Td

)
∫

tch

.
m·
(

hm

(
Tin,ch

f

)
− hm

(
Tout,ch

f

))
dt ·
(

1 − T∞∼
Tch

) (24)

where T∞ is the average ambient temperature;
∼
T is the entropic mean temperature of the
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The ratio of energy efficiency to exergy efficiency is defined as the storage quality
factor Ψs, whose value only depends on the average entropy temperature and can be used
to quantify the exergy loss during energy storage.

Ψs =
ηex

ηen
=

(
1 − T∞∼

Td

)
(

1 − T∞∼
Tch

) (27)

The first law thermodynamic round-trip efficiency (RTE) of the storage process can be
defined here as the ratio of the heat recovered during discharge to the heat stored during
charge and is given by the following [30]:

RTE =
Qd
Qc

=

∫ td
tc

[ .
mcp

(
Ttop − Tbot

) ]
dt∫ tc

0

[ .
mcp

(
Ttop − Tbot

) ]
dt

(28)

The second law round-trip exergy efficiency (RTE2). The fractional exergy or available
work efficiency is defined as the ratio of the net exergy stored during charge to net exergy
recovered during discharge and is given by the following [30]:

RTE2 =
Bd
Bc

=

∫ td
tc

[ .
mgcp

(
Tbot − Ttop − Tambln( Tbot

Ttop
)
]
dt∫ tc

0

[ .
mgcp

(
Ttop − Tbot − Tambln( Ttop

Tbot
)
]
dt

(29)

2.5.3. Economic Indicators

The economic evaluation of the THS system is mainly carried out through two indica-
tors: the levelized cost of storage (LCOS) [31] and the levelized cost of heat (LCOH) [32].

LCOS =
CAPEX + ψ

B
(30)

where CAPEX is the cost of the THS system, ψ represents the total value of the exergy that
will be stored in the THS throughout its lifespan, and B is the total exergy output of the
THS throughout its lifespan.

The cost of a THS system comprises the combined costs of the TES system and
associated equipment (such as water pumps). The TES system costs include the expenses
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related to heat storage materials, tank construction, installation, insulation, and other
associated components.

LCOH =
f · C + O

E
(31)

where f is the annuity factor, C is the capital cost, O is the operational cost, and E is the
yearly energy yield.

And

f =
d(1 + d)n

(1 + d)n − 1
(32)

with the discount rate d and the lifetime in years n.

2.5.4. Environmental Indicators

The environmental impacts of the THS system can be determined through Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA), which is a standardized method [33]. For THS systems, four environ-
mental indicators are considered:

• Cumulative Energy Demand (CED), measured in MJ, associated with the energy
impact category.

• Global Warming Potential (GWP), measured in kgCO2, associated with the climate
change impact category.

• The Abiotic Depletion Potential (ADP) of minerals, fossil, and renewable resources,
measured in kgSb, associated with the resource depletion impact category.

• Particulate Matter (PM), measured in kgPM2.5, associated with the human health
impact category.

3. Thermal Energy Storage Materials for Thermocline Heat Storage

For various types and structures of THS systems, it is crucial to choose appropriate
TESMs that meet thermal, physical, chemical, economic, and environmental requirements.
The indicators to consider when selecting TESMs are as follows:

• Thermal indicators: specific heat capacity, melting point, thermal conductivity, thermal
capacity heat transfer coefficient, and long-term thermal stability.

• Physics indicators: high physical stability and low expansion rate.
• Chemical indicators: high chemical stability, non-degradation, non-corrosiveness,

non-toxicity, non-flammability, and non-explosiveness.
• Economic and environmental indicators: easy availability, cost-effectiveness, and

environmental friendliness.

THSMs can be categorized based on their physical states into gas, liquid, and solid,
with their thermal storage capacities increasing accordingly. Gaseous and liquid materials
serve dual roles as HTFs and energy storage media in THS systems.

Air is the most common gaseous TESM, known for its stable chemical properties, wide
operating temperature range, and cost-effectiveness. It is primarily used in applications
such as solar thermal power plants [32,34], air heaters [35], and dryers [36]. Other inert
gases, such as argon [30,37], are also used for THS.

Common liquid materials include water, thermal oil, and molten salt. Table 1 shows
the thermal parameters of various liquid TESMs. The thermal properties of some liquid
TESMs are sensitive to temperature changes, and their thermal properties can be expressed
as a function of temperature, as shown in Table 2. In recent years, some researchers have
studied the feasibility of using vegetable oil [38] and liquid metal [39] as TESMs. Water
is inexpensive and non-toxic but has a narrow working range and is commonly used in
household applications. Thermal oil and molten salt are mature commercial TESMs, and the
use of molten salt requires attention to the freezing problem that occurs at low temperatures.
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Table 1. Thermal properties of liquid TESMs in THS systems.

Material Density
[kg/m3]

Specific Heat
[kJ/(kg·k)]

Thermal Conductivity
[W/(m·k)]

Thermal Capacity
[J/(m3·°C)]

Viscosity
[Pa·s]

Water (20 ◦C) [40,41] 998 4.183 0.598 4174 -
Silicon Oil (Ak250) [40] 900–970 1.465 0.168 1421–2100 -

Transformer Oil (60 ◦C) [40] 842 2.090 0.122 1760 -
Therminol [24] 1056 1.575 0.135 1663 0.0030

Thermal Oil T55 [42] 766 2.455 0.11 1880 0.001021
Mineral Oil [41,43] 770–800 2.60 0.12 2080–2600 -

Synthetic Oil [41,43] 900 2.10–2.30 0.11 1890–2300 -
Rapeseed Oil [38] 781 3.385 0.217 2643 0.00291
Sunflower Oil [44] 915–920 1.863–2.439 0.139–0.163 1705–2232 0.057

Roki Oil [44] 909–950 1.888–2.404 0.153–0.170 1716–2280 0.08220
K-NaNO3 (230 ◦C) [40] 1950 1.57 0.50 3062 -

Paraffin (20 ◦C) [40] 900 2.13 0.26 1917 -
Molten Salts [40,41] 500–2600 1.50 0.2–2.0 1350–3900 -
CaloriaHT 42 [45] 695 2.700 - 1877 -

Liquid Sodium (100 ◦C) [40] 927 1.385 85.84 1105 -

Table 2. The thermal properties of liquid TESMs with temperature variation.

Material Thermal Properties

Water [46]

Density [kg/m3] 739.57 + 1.9908T − 0.0038T2

Specific Heat [J/(kg·k)] 5438.6 − 8.07T + 0.0129T2

Thermal Conductivity [W/(m·k)] −0.7888 + 0.0077T − 1 × 10−5T2

Viscosity [Pa·s] 0.0215 − 1.198 × 10−4T + 1.701 × 10−7T2

Solar Salt [18]

Density [kg/m3] 2089.9 − 0.6357T
Specific Heat [J/(kg·k)] 1443.2 + 0.172T

Thermal Conductivity [W/(m·k)] 0.443 + 1.9 × 10−4T
Viscosity [Ns·m−2] 22.714 − 0.12T + 2.281 × 10−4T2 − 1.474 × 10−7T3

Hitex XL [47]

Density [kg/m3] 2240 − 0.827(T − 273.15)
Specific Heat [J/(kg·k)] 1584 ± 4.6%

Thermal Conductivity [W/(m·k)] 0.519
Viscosity [Pa·s] 106.1374(T − 273.15)−3.36406

Jarysol Oil [29]

Density [kg/m3] 1261.569 − 0.7419173T
Specific Heat [J/(kg·k)] 649.8400 + 3.187218T

Thermal Conductivity [W/(m·k)] 0.1521663 − 8.240602 × 10−5T
Viscosity [Pa·s] e19.75102(ln T)4−492.2114(ln T)3+4602.0.9(ln T)2−19136.34ln T+29858.54

Solid TESMs encompass rocks [48], metals [38], ceramics [49], recycled materials [49],
industrial waste [21], concrete [50], etc. Table 3 shows the thermal performance of various
solid TESMs. When utilizing natural materials as TESMs, considerations should include
their thermal and chemical stability. Grirate et al. conducted a comparative analysis of the
thermal storage potential of six types of rocks (quartzite, basalt, granite, hornfels, cipolin,
and marble) when used as filler materials for THS [51]. The research revealed that quartzite
and cipolin stand out as the most suitable filler materials for a direct–packed bed THS
system utilizing synthetic oil as the HTF. While basalt rock demonstrates superior thermal
performance; its direct interaction with synthetic oil may induce corrosive phenomena,
leading to diminished chemical compatibility.

According to different TES mechanisms, materials for THS can be divided into sensible
and latent materials. Sensible TESMs, characterized by low cost and the ease of accessibility,
have lower thermal storage capacities. Elouali et al. conducted a comparative study using
four physical models on packed bed tanks employing different sensible heat materials [52].

Latent TESMs exhibit higher thermal storage capacities and stable working tempera-
tures but are relatively expensive with lower thermal conductivity [53]. Various methods
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have been developed to enhance the thermal conductivity of PCMs, such as mixing with
high thermal conductivity nanoparticles [54], incorporating thermally conductive metals
into PCMs [55], encapsulating PCMs in microcapsules [56], and installing fins on PCM
tubes [57]. Microencapsulated PCMs are also effective in preventing PCM leakage and
corrosion [56]. Ali et al. discussed in detail the latest progress of TES materials through
multi-criteria decision technology and introduced the application of TES materials in con-
struction, the industry, power, food storage, smart textiles, thermal management, and
seawater desalination [58]. Nanomaterials and porous materials can greatly improve the
thermal conductivity of phase change materials (up to 32%) and are most suitable for use
in solar collectors and photovoltaic-based heat recovery systems [58,59].

Table 3. Thermal properties of solid TESMs in THS systems.

Material Density
[kg/m3]

Specific Heat
[kJ/(kg·k)]

Thermal
Conductivity

[W/(m·k)]

Thermal
Capacity

[J/(m3·°C)]

Thermal
Diffusivity
[106 m2/s]

Thermal
Effusivity

[10−3 ×
J/(m2Ks1/2)]

Alumina [29,38,49] 3600–4000 0.780–1.023 21–30 2810–4092 - 8.88
Alumina ceramics [39,60] 2200–3750 0.780–1.100 1.06–30.10 1716–2925 - -

Aluminum [40,41,45] 2700 0.945–0.951 204–238.4 2419–2551 84.10–93.3 24.66
Basalt [51] 2210–3011 0.717–0.900 2–5.7 1750–2500 - 2.29

Bauxite [33] 3005 1.076 4.0 3233 - 3.59
Brick (dry) [40,45] 1500–1800 0.84–1.008 0.50 1417–1512 0.33 0.87
Ceramic [51,61,62] 2090–3120 0.837–1.076 3.982–17 1749–3357 - 1.52–2.37

Chalk brick [45] 3000 1.130 5.07 3390 1.9416 -
Cipolin [51] 2610–2870 0.800–1.470 3.2 1680–2520 - -

Concrete [40,41,45] 2200 0.72–1.29 0.9–2.65 1680–3005 0.356–0.94 1.52
Copper [40,41,45] 8300–8960 0.385–0.419 372–385 3178–3729 107–112.3 35.97
Copper foam [39] 2700 0.800 126 2160 - -

Gabbro [63,64] 2900–3500 0.710–0.980 2.19 2485–2842 - -
Glue [62] 1730 1.0087 0.299 1745 - -

Gneiss [65,66] 2590–2700 0.770–0.979 2.7–3.1 2008–2640 0.94–6.80 -
Granite [40,41,51] 2530–2750 0.600–12 2.2–2.9 1440–2880 1.18 2.67
Graphite [40,41] 2200–2400 0.61–0.660 30.40–155 882–1378 120 14.41
Hornfels [51,63] 2400–2800 0.700–0.900 1.5 2560–2880 - -

High-temp concrete [39] 2750 0.916 1.0 2519 - -
Iron [40] 7850 0.465 59.3 3348–6612 16.3 14.7

Lead [40,41] 11340 0.131 35.25 1485 23.6 7.24
Limestone [40,41] 2500 0.74–0.90 1.26–2.2 1584–2506 0.56–1.19 2.02

Magnesia [24] 1800 1.862 27.60 3352 - -
Marble [45,51] 2560–2670 0.800–1.521 2.07–3.20 1680–2520 0.995–1.413 -

Mica [62] 2800 0.880 0.58 2464 - -
Nichrome [62] 8400 0.460 16.75 3864 - -

Pebbles [67] 1680 0.880 1.2 1479 - -
Quartzite [42,51] 2320–2860 0.700–1.185 5.69–29.3 2002–3822 - 3.44
Quartz sand [62] 1730 1.2059 0.272 2086 - -

Silicon carbide [39] 3210 0.750–1.043 9.01–120 2408–3348 - -
Slag [40] 2700–2850 0.84–0.94 0.57–1.5 2268–2679 0.25 1.13

Sodium chloride [40] 2165 0.86 6.5 1836–1861 3.5 3.5
Sodium carbonate [41] 2510 1.090 - 2736 - -

Soil (clay) [40] 1450 0.88 1.28 1276 1.0 1.28
Soil (gravelly) [40] 2040 1.84 0.59 3754 0.16 1.49
Stainless steel [49] 8030 0.50248 16 4035 - -

Steel slag [68] 3430 0.877 1.47 3008 - -

Yang and Cai conducted a comparative study on packed bed THS systems using
sensible TESMs and PCMs as fillers, respectively, through experimental and numerical
methods [69]. The research indicated that the total charging time for the THS system
using latent TESMs was longer, and the TES capacity was greater compared to the system
using sensible TESMs. The density and conductivity of sensible TESMs had a significant
impact on temperature differentials, while reducing the melting point of PCMs decreased
the total charging time, with the final TES capacity remaining unchanged. Canneto et al.
characterized two ternary and quaternary strontium nitrate-based mixtures for THS [70].
They tested their thermophysical properties (melting temperature, specific heat, density,
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viscosity, and thermal conductivity) and compared their storage performance with two
commercial materials (solar salt and Hitec XL®). The simulation results indicated that both
mixtures achieved higher discharging times. Lucio-Martin et al. experimentally assessed
a hybrid THS tank consisting of a steel lining, an air gap interface, Calcium Aluminate
Cement (a high-temperature concrete), and insulation materials (rockwool and expanded
clay) [71]. Ternary molten salt and iron-rich waste were used as TESMs. The results
demonstrated that the high-temperature concrete layer, serving as a suitable TESM and
insulation, effectively withstood the thermal load during cyclic processes.

The development of TESMs using industrial by-products and recycled materials can
significantly reduce material supply costs and address environmental impacts and issues
related to raw material extraction and industrial waste disposal. This approach holds high
environmental and economic value.

El Kouihen et al. systematically studied the potential application of a mining by-
product (Porcellanite) as a TESM for recovering waste heat in mining operations [72].
They conducted comprehensive experimental characterizations, including chemical and
structural composition, thermophysical properties, mechanical behavior, and durability
testing. The study found that thermal treatment and cycling significantly improved the
thermal performance of Porcellanite. The specific heat capacity of the cycled material was
almost twice that of the raw material, and the tank integrated with Porcellanite achieved a
charging efficiency of 87% and discharging efficiency of 88%.

Al-Azawii et al. experimentally compared the thermal performance of an innovative
ceramic material, ReThink Seramic-Flora, made from recycled materials, and a commercial
alumina-based TESM when filled in a THS packed bed and established a CFD model [73].
The cost of ReThink Seramic-Flora was expected to be 35–53% cheaper than commercial alu-
mina. They found that ReThink Seramic-Flora and alumina exhibited similar performance
in terms of net exergy efficiency. Subsequently, the research team used the CFD model
from [73] to assess the cyclic thermal performance of a commercial-scale THS system filled
with the two materials, considering dispersed thermal conductivity [49]. The simulation
results showed that the net exergy efficiency of the Flora-filled thermal storage system
increased from 72.5% to 88.6% over seven cycles, while alumina increased from 18.7% to
30.8%. Therefore, Flora was considered a superior TESM.

Modifying TESMs, by methods such as enhancing thermal conductivity [74], altering
the melting point [75], increasing thermal storage density [76], and improving corrosion
resistance [77], can directly enhance the thermal performance of THS systems. Lincu et al.
increased the total heat capacity of a novel aluminum silicate by 36% through aluminum
doping [78]. Nualsing et al. doped anodic aluminum into molten salt and observed that the
charging time of the THS system containing 0.5 wt% anodic aluminum oxide was reduced
from 3.75 h to 3.5 h [79]. Wang and Huang improved the thermal performance of steel slag
through Na2CO3 activation [68]. The modified steel slag exhibited excellent thermal cycle
stability, with a thermal energy storage density of 997.0 kJ·kg−1 (400–900 ◦C), representing
a 25.3% increase over the original steel slag. The thermal conductivity at 25, 250, and 500 ◦C
was 1.331, 1.323, and 0.889 W·(m·K)−1, respectively, demonstrating a 32.7% improvement
over the unmodified steel slag.

Liquid metals have attracted researchers’ attention due to their excellent thermal
conductivity. Wang and Han conducted a simulation study on the feasibility of using liquid
lead–bismuth eutectic as an HTF in a packed bed THS tank, revealing its viability [80].
Wang et al. numerically investigated a THS tank filled with liquid sodium, evaluating
and comparing five solid filling materials (quartzite, high-temperature concrete, copper
foam, silicon carbide, and alumina ceramics) [39]. The results indicated that the addition
of solid filling materials can enhance the discharge efficiency of the THS tank. Using
high-temperature concrete provides optimal mechanical performance for the tank, and
tanks employing alumina ceramics and high-temperature concrete both exhibit favorable
operational performance.
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Combining sensible TESMs and latent TESMs can leverage the characteristics of dif-
ferent materials, compensating for the performance deficiencies of individual materials
and enhancing the performance of THS. Suresh and Saini developed an innovative com-
bined sensible–latent THS system, employing concrete spheres as sensible TESMs and
paraffin-encapsulated capsules as latent TESMs, and conducted experimental research [81].
The experimental results indicated that the novel combined sensible–latent THS system
outperformed sensible THS systems, exhibiting better thermal performance with lower
thermocline degradation during discharge and higher energy storage capacity and out-
let temperature. The configuration employing multiple layers of different TESMs can
be referred to as a cascaded layer configuration or cascade configuration. The volume
percentages and filling sequence of different TESMs can influence the performance of THS,
and these aspects will be discussed in detail in Section 5.

4. Application of Thermocline Heat Storage

Thermocline heat storage is primarily applied in renewable energy systems, with solar
energy applications being the most extensively researched avenues. These include CSP
plants, Parabolic Trough Power (PTP) plants [18], domestic hot water applications [82], solar
cooking systems [83], solar air heaters [35], and the solar cogeneration of power [24]. THS
can also be integrated with various energy storage systems such as adiabatic compressed
air energy storage [84], liquid air energy storage [85], and Pumped Thermal Energy Storage
(PTES) [86]. Additionally, THS finds applications in biomass power plants [87], waste heat
recovery [88], space heating and cooling for individual buildings and communities, and
heat pump systems [85,89].

Combining THS with solar energy applications can mitigate the intermittent nature
of solar energy, enhance effective working hours and stability, and reduce overall system
costs. Petrollese et al. proposed and studied a novel PTES system integrated with CSP
plants, consisting of a storage system with three packed bed THS tanks and argon as
the working fluid [90]. A mathematical model was developed to simulate the CSP-PTES
system, analyzing the thermal behavior of the THS tanks and evaluating the required
storage capacity. In subsequent research [37], the team optimized the design of the CSP-
PTES system, using granite rock as the solid TESM for the TES system, and formulated
control strategies based on power demand, weather conditions, and system performance
levels. Chekifi and Boukraa provided a descriptive review and critical analysis of THS in
CSP plants [45].

Ingenhoven et al. combined a high-temperature packed bed THS system with a solar
expanding-vortex particle receiver (SEVR) to store the heat generated by the SEVR’s high-
temperature air [34]. In a subsequent study [32], they established a transient model for the
thermal–economic analysis and optimization of the entire system, emphasizing the coupling
between various system components. Pradeep and Reddy proposed integrating THS with
the solar cogeneration of power and desalination, developing a detailed mathematical
model to study the impact of factors such as TESMs, porosity, and tank height on system
performance [24]. Additionally, economic and environmental analyses were conducted for
this combined system. The results showed that the TES system significantly reduced the
payback period of electricity costs from 4.61 years to 2.31 years, and the annual reduction
in carbon dioxide pollutants was 92.95 metric tons.

The integration of THS with certain household facilities can leverage its attributes
of its simple structure and cost-effectiveness, thereby reducing residential energy costs
and enhancing the quality of life in underdeveloped regions. Chandra and Matuska
conducted a comprehensive review of the stratification in domestic hot water storage tanks,
considering thermal stratification models, flow models, and various parameters affecting
tank performance [91]. Zhou et al. compared the annual performance and economic
viability of a solar cooking system integrating a THS unit and a dual-tank storage unit [42].
The study investigated system configurations, including the solar collector area, thermal
storage days, and tank heat loss coefficient. The research suggested that a THS solar
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cooking system filled with natural quartzite exhibited the longest continuous operation
period throughout the year and was the most economical. Compared to electric and gas
cooking systems, it can save 1.75 tons and 0.52 tons of carbon emissions annually.

Additionally, some researchers have reported novel applications of THS. Gaggioli et al.
conducted an experimental verification of an integrated system comprising a THS tank
and a steam generator [92]. The results indicated that, compared to traditional dual-tank
and external steam generator systems, the new system offered greater economic efficiency
and operational convenience. Tiwari and Sharma integrated a THS system into a metal
hydride reactor and developed a three-dimensional model to analyze the effect of gas
supply pressure on reactor performance [93]. The results showed that when the supply
pressure was 16 bar, the thermocline energy storage system successfully stored the energy
generated inside the metal hydride reactor, with a storage efficiency of 81.7%. The discharge
efficiency of the desorption process exceeded 70%. A schematic diagram of the integration
of the metal hydride reactor and THS reactor is shown in Figure 4.
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Schwarzmayr et al. investigated the integration of packed bed THS and waste heat
recovery in the steel industry and evaluated the applicability and robustness of gas powder
two-phase exhaust gas as an HTF [88]. The experimental results showed that approximately
98% of the powder accumulated in the packed bed during the charging process. Reversing
the flow direction of the HTF did not reduce the powder retention in the packed bed, and
the thermal storage system also acted as a dust collector. During the charging process,
the pressure drop in this energy storage system exponentially increased, leading to a
decrease in the system’s exergy efficiency and potential bed blockages. Hence, the regular
maintenance and cleaning of the packed bed were required. A further assessment of the
long-term stability of this system in operation is needed, along with the development of
new structures to simplify maintenance and cleaning procedures. This study provides
valuable insights for enhancing the environmental benefits of THS systems and expanding
their applications, warranting further investigation.

5. Optimization of Thermocline Heat Storage

This chapter provides a comprehensive review and organization of research on the
optimization of THS. Through a literature analysis, recent studies can be categorized into
three main types: the optimization of the design of THS systems, optimization of the
thermal heat storage process and operational strategies, and development and optimization
of numerical models for THS.

5.1. Optimization of Thermocline Heat Storage System Design

The design of the THS system includes the structural design of the THS tank and the
arrangement of solid TES materials inside the tank. The optimization of THS system design
aims to enhance the thermal performance of the system under specific conditions while
meeting economic and environmental requirements.
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5.1.1. Tank Structure

The structural design of THS tanks includes considerations such as tank shape, aspect
ratio, inlet/outlet configurations, and the flow direction of the HTF. For indirect THS tanks,
the design must also account for the heat exchanger [82] or immersed coil.

Tank Shape

In the majority of THS systems, cylindrical tanks are commonly employed due to their
simple structure, uniform stress distribution, and a favorable ratio of volume to surface
area compared to cubic structures. Numerous studies have compared and optimized tank
shapes using numerical methods. Figure 5 shows some recent studies on the shape of
storage tanks, including models and the experimental setup.
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In studies such as [27,94,101], researchers conducted Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) simulations to compare the performance of tanks with different shapes. Yang et al.
investigated the thermal storage performance of 10 different shapes (Cylinder, Sphere,
Cone, Truncated cone, Ellipsoid, Spindle, Barrel, Cylinder + sphere, Cylinder + truncated
cone, Cylinder + cone) in a static operating mode (as shown in Figure 6) [101]. The study
revealed a strong positive correlation between the ratio of the tank volume to surface area
and thermal and exergy efficiency, as the exergy losses of the tank were mainly caused
by heat losses to the environment. Consequently, spherical tanks exhibited the highest
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efficiency, followed by barrel-shaped tanks, while cylindrical tanks showed the lowest
efficiency. Tanks with sharp angles exhibited higher thermal stratification, while those with
flat surfaces showed lower thermal stratification.
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Li et al. investigated the thermal storage characteristics of three shapes (cylindrical,
circular truncated conical, spherical) of indirect water tanks with the same volume [94].
The circular truncated cone tank demonstrated the highest temperature stratification and
charging efficiency, while the spherical tank exhibited the poorest performance. For circular
truncated cone tanks, as the radius ratio (ratio of upper surface radius to lower surface
radius) decreased, the temperature stratification within the tank became more pronounced,
albeit with lower charging efficiency. Two-dimensional CFD simulations by Lou et al.
indicated that a circular truncated cone SMTHS tank with a positive cone angle (larger
upper diameter than lower diameter) was optimal during the charging process [95].

Khurana et al. used a two-dimensional unsteady model to study the thermal perfor-
mance of SMTHS tanks with cylindrical, conical, and parabolic shapes [97]. The study
found that compared to conical and cylindrical tanks, the parabolic shape had lower
convective heat losses and higher thermal efficiency. The research group further used a
three-dimensional numerical model to study the thermal performance of indirect SMTHS
tanks with different geometric shapes [96]. Evaluations based on insulation, energy utiliza-
tion, and entropy generation indicated better performance for the parabolic shape. Kurşun
and Burak numerically investigated the influence of tilt angle and aspect ratio on rectangu-
lar water tanks [102]. They found that inclined placement weakened the fluid movement
caused by natural convection within the rectangular tank, enhancing thermal stratification.

Schwarzmayr et al. conducted experimental research on a conical packed bed tank [98].
Ortega-Fernández compared the cylindrical and conical geometries of packed bed tank
bodies, concluding that cylindrical tank bodies could store more energy and had higher
thermal performance [27]. Zanganeh et al. used a truncated conical storage tank immersed
in the ground in an experiment on a pilot-scale packed bed THS system applied to CSP
power plants [99]. This design aimed to reduce the normal forces on the tank walls.
Subsequently, they numerically studied the cyclic performance of the tank, finding that,
under the same operating conditions, the truncated conical tank required a smaller height
and volume to extract energy from the airflow. This was attributed to the larger top
diameter of the conical tank, allowing it to store more energy at the top. During the initial
charging stage, the truncated conical tank exhibited a larger pressure drop, which decreased
as charging progressed, as the average temperature inside the cylindrical tank was higher,
resulting in a larger pressure drop than in the truncated conical tank.
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In the literature [103], for packed bed tanks with the same height and volume, re-
ducing the top diameter of a negative cone-shaped tank resulted in smaller wall losses,
higher discharge temperatures, and increased exergy efficiency but required the additional
consideration of the thermal ratchet problem. Le Roux et al. optimized a packed bed THS
system using a particle swarm optimization algorithm, combining exergy and LCA [100].
As the exergy weight increased, the tank shape transitioned from square to tapered.

Through the literature review, it is evident that different tank types exhibit significant
differences in thermal performance under different operating modes. For packed bed tanks,
truncated cone tanks with positive cone angles demonstrate better overall performance.
In charging mode, SMTHS tanks with a parabolic shape exhibit superior performance.
For tanks requiring long-term standby modes, spherical or barrel-shaped tanks should
be employed.

Aspect Ratio

The aspect ratio is the ratio of the height to the diameter of a storage tank. For
tanks with the same diameter, as the height of the tank increases, the aspect ratio also
increases. In the case of cylindrical THS tanks, some studies suggest that increasing
the aspect ratio can result in a thinner thermal stratification layer, leading to improved
thermal stratification [31,104,105]. Increasing the height of the tank can enhance the exergy
efficiency, but it also comes with an increase in material costs [103]. During the charging
process, THS tanks with lower aspect ratios exhibit higher charging efficiency, while
during the discharging phase, higher aspect ratios contribute to improved discharging
efficiency [104]. Bai et al. conducted a study on the thermal stratification of cylindrical
SMTHS tanks with different aspect ratios using a 2D model [106]. The results indicated
that a tank with an aspect ratio of 1:1 achieved the highest energy and volumetric efficiency
in standby mode. For H/D < 3, increasing the aspect ratio would lead to more pronounced
thermal stratification, whereas for H/D > 3, the aspect ratio had a minimal impact on
thermal stratification.

Increasing the aspect ratio also results in higher pressure losses within the THS tank,
affecting the overall system efficiency. Skuntz et al. investigated the influence of aspect
ratio on the efficiency of axial and radial flow packed bed THS tanks [107]. For axial flow
tanks, thermal efficiency and pump power increased with the aspect ratio, resulting in a
peak net efficiency before declining. In contrast, for radial flow tanks, thermal efficiency
and pump power decreased with the aspect ratio, also leading to a peak net efficiency
before decreasing. The optimal aspect ratio for packed bed tanks depends on the size of
the packing particles, with total exergy losses decreasing initially and then increasing with
the aspect ratio [31]. Due to heat dissipation losses, designs with low aspect ratios are not
particularly suitable for long-term storage, such as monthly or seasonal storage.

For parabolic and conical tanks, an increase in aspect ratio leads to a thicker initial
thermocline zone and increased energy losses, resulting in the degradation of thermal
stratification [97]. In the case of rectangular tanks, an increase in aspect ratio enhances
thermal stratification, leading to improved thermal storage efficiency [103]. Constructing
tall tanks with high aspect ratios introduces mechanical complexity and thermal ratchet
risks [27]. Due to mechanical constraints, the maximum height of packed bed tanks is
limited to approximately 16 m [108]. In summary, under specific design conditions, storage
tanks should have an optimal aspect ratio.

Inlet and Outlet Configuration

In the process of charging and discharging in a THS tank, the inlet jet flow causes
disturbances to the water and temperature field in the tank. Lou et al. utilized CFD
simulations and Particle Image Velocimetry systems to investigate the flow patterns of the
inlet thermal jet in an SMTHS tank [109]. They visually demonstrated the impact of jet
entrainment on the thermocline and temperature stratification.
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In existing studies, there are two methods to overcome the disturbances caused by the
inlet jet to water and thermal stratification. One is to optimize the shape of the tank’s inlet
and outlet (Figure 7), and the other is to use flow diffusers (distributors) to distribute the
high-momentum main inflowing jet into multiple sub-flows, forming radial or reverse flow
to mitigate disturbances [110] (Figure 8).
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Shafieian et al. conducted a 3D unsteady CFD simulation to study the influence of
different inlet geometries (double inlet, diffuser, inclination) on the thermal stratification
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in SMTHS tanks [112]. The simulation results showed that the tank with a double-inlet
structure had better thermal stratification at high flow rates. Diffusers with length-to-
width ratios between 1.0 and 1.5 positively influenced thermal stratification, while the
inlet angle had minimal impact on the overall temperature distribution. For rectangular
SMTHS tanks, slotting-type inlet tanks exhibited higher effective discharge efficiency and
effective discharge time compared to direct inlet tanks and shower-type inlet tanks [111].
Shaikh et al. reported that in SMTHS tanks, the thickness of the thermocline zone for
tanks with axial inlets was smaller than that for tanks with radial inlets [105]. Lou et al.
optimized SMTHS tanks by inserting perforated baffles in the inlet/outlet manifolds and
developed an innovative optimization algorithm for optimizing the distribution of holes
on the baffles [95]. The numerical simulation results showed that the optimized structure
created a quasi-thermal piston flow in the tank, resulting in the best thermal stratification.
Compared to the unoptimized structure, the efficiency of fully charging the tank increased
by 29%. Subsequently, the team proposed a new distributor called Ring-Opening Plate
Distributors (ROPDs) and used the optimization algorithm from [95] to optimize the size
distribution of the circular openings [46]. This increased the charging and discharging
efficiency of laboratory-scale SMTHS tanks by 14.5% and 19.8%, respectively. The overall
efficiency increased from 56.3% to 84.2% compared to simple inlet/outlet configurations.

Vannerem et al. experimentally studied the effects of three inlet fluid distributions
(uniform fluid distribution, central distribution, and peripheral distribution) on the perfor-
mance of packed bed THS [113]. The results indicated that, due to the buffering effect of
solid fillers, fluid distribution had less impact on the performance of semi-industrial-scale
packed bed thermocline storage. Chen et al. developed a three-dimensional transient
model to study the influence of annular distributor gaps on the charging and discharging
processes of SMTHS tanks [38]. The simulation results showed that the distributor gap
did not significantly affect the temperature curve trend during discharging, meaning it
did not have a significant impact on heat exchange inside the tank. It primarily influenced
the uniformity of the flow field, with the thermal storage efficiency increasing with larger
distributor gaps. The discharge efficiency decreased first and then increased, reaching the
lowest value of 72.8% at a gap of 50 mm and increasing to 75.8% at a gap of 80 mm. Bellenot
studied the influence of fluid distribution on the thermal–hydraulic behavior of SMTHS
tanks through experiments and numerical methods [114]. The results suggested that under
certain conditions, the efficiency of strong axial injection was slightly higher than that of
uniform injection because non-uniform injection could locally accelerate the fluid, thereby
improving heat exchange with solids and limiting the thickening of the thermal gradient.
However, overall, the impact of fluid distribution on system performance was minimal.
During the discharging process, axial collectors with high injection effects collected more
energy than smaller-diameter radial collectors.

In the case of the upward flow of the HTF through a packed bed THS tank, solid
particles usually remain stationary, referred to as the fixed bed regime. For high flow rates
and small particle sizes, the forces exerted by the fluid on the particles balance their gravity,
leading to what is known as the incipiently fluidized bed. The fluid velocity at this stage
is called the minimum fluidization velocity of the solid particles. When the fluid velocity
exceeds the minimum fluidization velocity of the solid particles, it causes the bed to become
unstable, resulting in fluid bubbles, known as a bubbling fluidized bed [115]. The high
mixing of solids in a bubbling fluidized bed leads to uniform temperature throughout
the operation, significantly reducing the thermal storage performance of packed bed
tanks [116,117].

Cano-Pleite et al. proposed a novel confined bed, mechanically limiting particle mate-
rials through two fluid distributors at the bottom and top of the bed to maintain a fixed bed
regime [118]. They conducted a thermal–economic optimization of the novel THS system
by analyzing models, finding that the optimal size of the constrained bed largely depended
on the particle material’s particle size. Depending on the different thermal storage demand
times, the bed aspect ratios ranged from 0.25 to 0.9. Subsequently, the research team
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conducted experimental studies on this novel confined bed THS system, confirming the
confinement of the distributor on particles and demonstrating good consistency between
experimental and numerical predicted values [119]. Figure 9 shows the experimental setup
of a confined bed and a fluidized bed.
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Flow Direction

The flow direction of the HTF within the THS tank can be categorized into axial and
radial flow. McTigue and White developed a thermodynamic model for a packed bed THS
tank with the radial flow of the HTF. They optimized the system using a multi-objective
algorithm and compared the thermal–economic performance with a similarly sized tank
employing axial flow [120]. The results indicated that the radial geometry influenced
velocity profile and thermocline shape, achieving lower pressure losses but resulting in
steeper temperature peaks, leading to increased heat and conduction losses. The schematic
diagram of the charging process of the radial flow packed bed is shown in Figure 10.
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Daschner et al. conducted experimental tests on a pebble heater with radial fluid
flow, which can serve as a TES to simultaneously realize electricity-driven operation for
biomass power plants and reliable heating, with a thermal efficiency of approximately
92% [87]. Skuntz et al. numerically performed a detailed comparison between radial and
axial flow packed bed THS tanks [107]. As the aspect ratio of the radial flow bed increased,
the diffusion of the thermal peak rose and pressure drop decreased, exhibiting the opposite
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trend in the axial flow bed. The net efficiency range for radial flow was from 74% to 82%,
while axial flow ranged from 80% to 87%.

Radial flow packed bed configurations possess inherent insulation as the outlet fluid
channels are located on the outer side of the tank, near the tank wall where temperatures
are low. It is worth noting that a challenge associated with radial flow configurations is
the thermo-mechanical stress caused by the radial temperature gradient: particles near the
center are hotter and expand more than adjacent particles, resulting in stress.

Heat Exchanger Configuration

For the indirect THS system, also known as a closed system, the HTF in the external
system does not directly contact the thermal storage medium inside the TES tank. Instead,
heat exchange is facilitated through a heat exchanger or coil. The configuration of the heat
exchange components has a decisive impact on the efficiency of the indirect THS system.

Cagnoli et al. established and validated a transient 2D CFD model for an indirect
SMTHS tank, equipped with two flat tube heat exchangers [47]. The simulation results
for the tank’s charging and discharging processes indicated that the bypass in the heat
exchanger position significantly reduced the thermal performance of the THS system.
Therefore, optimizing the tank structure is crucial to enhance the flowability of the HTF
inside the tank. In an indirect THS system, the outlet temperature is higher when the
immersed heat exchanger is at its highest position [26].

The “CSP Research Group” at ENEA developed an indirect SMTHS tank, comprising
two helical heat exchangers immersed in the HTF and two isolated channels to promote
natural circulation within the tank and accelerate the formation of the thermocline zone.
Capocelli et al. tested a prototype of this concept and validated a simplified heat exchange
model through experimental results, replicating the heat performance of heat exchangers
inside the tank [121]. The schematic diagram of the prototype is shown in Figure 11.
In subsequent work, the research group developed and validated a new ad hoc model
to simulate the charging and discharging processes of the tank [122]. They proposed
an analytical solution capable of assessing the thermocline distribution based on time
and radius.
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5.1.2. Arrangement of Solid Thermal Energy Storage Materials

According to the arrangement of solid TESMs, the DMTHS storage tank can be divided
into a packed bed tank and structured tank. In packed bed tanks, solid TES particles are
only constrained by the tank walls and densely pile up due to gravitational forces, while in
structured tanks, solid TESMs are arranged in accordance with a specific design pattern.

In the structure of packed bed tanks, the disordered packing method is simple in struc-
ture and cost-effective, making it the most widely used filling method [123]. However, the
pressure drop in a disordered packed bed is usually high [124], and the uneven distribution
of TESM particles can lead to non-uniform fluid flow and heat transfer [125]. Optimizing
the packing method and particle size of TESM particles can improve the performance
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of THS systems. The current primary optimization methods for TESM particle packing
include three configurations, with their characteristics summarized in Table 4, which will
be further elaborated in the subsequent sections.

Table 4. Optimized packing methods and their characteristics.

Reference Optimized Packing Method Description Characteristics

[112,113] Ordered packing Filled with TESM particles in
a certain order

The pressure drop in ordered packing is lower than
that of disordered packing, and the temperature field

is more uniform. Multi-layered ordered packing
with particles of different sizes is superior to
single-layered ordered packing because it can
effectively shorten charging time and reduce

thermocline degradation.

[45,114–119] Cascaded configuration Filled with multiple layers of
different TESM particles

Matching the thermal properties of TESMs with the
HTF temperature curve along the bed gives the

cascade configuration better thermal performance
and higher overall efficiency than the single-layer

configuration and shortens the charging time.
Among multiple cascade configurations, the

sensible–latent heat hybrid cascade configuration has
higher charging and discharging efficiency and
utilization rate. It is economical to replace some

PCMs with sensible TESMs.

[21,42,49,120–123] Structured configuration
Arrange TESMs in a certain

shape or pattern in the
THS tank

Avoiding the risk of thermal ratcheting and solving
the problem of excessive pressure drop in packed

bed configurations under high flow rates. Compared
to the packed bed configuration, the capacity cost of

the structured configuration is lower, but the
efficiency is also slightly reduced.

Ordered Packing Configuration

Zhang et al. numerically studied the thermal storage performance of packed beds in
three different packing models (strip packing model, in-line packing model, and disordered
packing model) [126]. The results showed that the temperature field uniformity of the
ordered packing model was significantly better than that of the disordered packing model.
In addition, compared with strip packing, in-line packing had obvious advantages in energy
efficiency and thermal storage capacity. Lv et al., using finite element methods, studied
the impact of PCM microcapsule packing methods on the thermal performance of packed
bed THS systems, investigating single-layered, diameter-changed two-layered, and three-
layered packing models [127]. The results indicated that adopting cross-packing methods
can improve the charging process, and multi-layered systems exhibit better thermal storage
performance than single-layered systems, manifested by reduced charging times and less
degradation of the thermocline.

Cascaded Configuration

Due to the axial temperature distribution differences in the THS tank, different mate-
rials can be used to fill the upper, middle, and bottom parts of the tank to leverage their
respective thermal properties. This configuration, composed of multiple layers of different
TESMs, is known as a cascaded configuration or cascaded layers configuration. Cascaded
configurations exhibit higher thermal characteristics and overall efficiency compared to
single-layered structures [53,128], and they reduce charging times [129].

Cheng and Zhai experimentally validated a simulation model of a cascaded THS tank
filled with different PCMs, analyzing the thermal performance of uniformly distributed
multi-stage cascaded THS tanks, with the highest number of stages reaching 24 [129].
The simulation results showed that the charging time of a 24-stage configuration is 15.1%
less than that of a single-stage configuration. Considering cost and structural factors, a
recommendation was made for three–five stages.
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Elfeky et al. conducted multiple studies on cascaded tanks. In 2018, the research
group developed a transient Concentric–Dispersion numerical model to study the dynamic
performance of a cascaded THS tank filled with PCM capsules [130]. The numerical
results showed that during charge–discharge cycles, the melting temperature variation in
three-stage PCMs matched the HTF temperature curve along the bed layer, significantly
enhancing the heat transfer rate and overall efficiency of the THS system. Subsequently,
they proposed optimizing the latent heat and melting temperature values of multi-stage
PCM configurations through dimensionless temperature and inverse Stefan number to
improve the overall efficiency of the THS system during charge–discharge cycles [131]. The
optimization results indicated that the melting point of the top phase change stage should
be lower than the HTF inlet temperature, while the melting point of the bottom phase
change stage should be higher than the HTF outlet temperature. In 2022, the research group
numerically studied the thermal and economic performance of a mixed sensible–latent THS
tank. The mixed tank had encapsulated PCM thin stages at the top and bottom and sensible
TESMs in the middle [53]. Seven configurations were designed based on different PCM
stage thicknesses and compared with a pure sensible THS tank. The results indicated that
the thermal performance of the mixed tank was superior to the sensible heat configuration.
In their recent research, they compared the performance characteristics of mixed sensible–
latent heat storage and cascaded latent heat storage under different operating conditions
using two mathematical models. They found that, for different charging times, the total
efficiency and utilization rate of the mixed sensible–latent heat tank were higher than the
cascaded latent heat tank [132]. During charge–discharge operations, the solidification of
PCMs at high temperatures increased the heat transfer rate of the fluid and PCM capsules,
and raising the melting temperature of the top PCM could enhance the overall efficiency
during the charge–discharge phase [18].

Elsihy et al. evaluated the effect of different volume fractions of sensible TESMs and
PCMs on cyclic behavior in a hybrid sensible–latent THS system and compared four cases,
with case 4 having the maximum heat storage capacity and maximum capacity ratio and
case 2 having the highest utilization rate [133]. The hybrid sensible–latent THS system with
four configurations is shown in Figure 12.
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Structured Configuration

The structured configuration has two main advantages: one is that it will not have
a mechanical effect on the tank wall due to the expansion and shrinkage of solid TESMs
during the thermal cycle, which can avoid the risk of thermal ratchet; the other is to solve
the problem of the excessive pressure drop in the packed bed tank at a high flow rate [45].
There are three forms of structured tanks: arranging solid sensible TESMs into bricks and
stacking them orderly inside the tank [134,135]; molding solid sensible TESMs (concrete)
into prisms or flat plates and embedding them in the tank [50,136]; and orderly packing
solid TESM particles into channels formed by grating inside the tank [137].

A comparative study indicates that the efficiency of packed bed tanks is approximately
8.5% higher than that of structured tanks, with a capacity cost more than 12% lower for
the latter [136]. Motte et al. proposed a mathematical model to study the thermal behavior
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of structured tanks filled with ceramic bricks, revealing lower convective heat transfer
between the structured filling material and the HTF [21,135].

Wu et al. compared the thermal performance of structured THS tanks with different
solid filler distribution structures [50]. They investigated the influence of characteristic
dimensions and inlet flow velocity on system performance, considering four concrete
structures: the channel-embedded structure, the parallel-plate structure, the rod-bundle
structure, and the packed bed structure. The study showed that the heat exchange rate
between concrete and fluid in the packed bed structure is the fastest, resulting in the highest
discharge efficiency and longest effective discharge time, while the channel-embedded
structure has the lowest discharge performance. Figure 13 shows a schematic diagram of
the cross-section of THS tanks with different concrete structures.
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Yu et al. proposed a structured THS device and established a mathematical model
to investigate the thermal–hydrodynamic characteristics for the charging process of this
unit [137]. The device, divided into several channels by grating, features orderly packed
PCM capsules within the channels. The schematic of the horizontal SPLTES unit with PCM
capsules is shown in Figure 14.
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Zahid et al. introduced a structured hybrid sensible–latent THS tank, consisting
of upper and lower layers of copper pipe-encapsulated PCMs, separated by structured
concrete blocks [57]. Experimental comparisons were made among four configurations of
THS tanks: multi-layered sensible heat concrete with PCMs (MLSPCM), two uni-layered
sensible concrete with PCMs (SLSPCM-1 and SLSPCM-2), and single sensible heat concrete
block (SSCB), demonstrating that the MLSPCM configuration has the highest energy storage
capacity and charging–discharging efficiency.

Particle Diameter

Changes in particle diameter affect the convective heat transfer between particles and
the HTF, internal heat conduction within particles, and the pressure drop in packed bed
tanks, thereby influencing the overall efficiency of the THS system. As particle size in-
creases, the temperature difference between the center and surface of the particles increases,
reducing the heat transfer area between particles and the HTF, resulting in a decrease in
exergy efficiency. Simultaneously, pressure drop decreases with increasing particle size,
reducing pump power and increasing exergy efficiency [103]. Decreasing particle size
reduces the thickness of the thermocline zone, reducing charging time [138] and increasing
effective discharge time [139]. For cross-packing, reducing particle size can cause pressure
drop to increase dramatically, up to 16 times [127]. Therefore, both excessively large and
small particle diameters lead to a rapid decline in efficiency.

For different packed bed tank configurations, the influence of particle size on THS ther-
mal performance varies, and each configuration corresponds to a different optimal particle
size. The authors of Ref. [139] reported that for different materials, when the particle size
increases by 25 times, the effective discharge efficiency of the system decreases by 23–39%.
In some cases, decreasing particle size reduces overall energy storage efficiency [27,31].
In a study by the authors of [137], reducing the diameter of PCM capsules significantly
shortened the charging process of structured THS devices. When the diameter of PCM
capsules increased from 8 mm to 16 mm and 24 mm, charging time increased by 391.4%
and 884.4%, respectively, with little impact on total heat storage capacity. The authors of
Ref. [27] proposed that the optimal efficiency and thermal performance can be achieved
with particle diameters around 10 mm, while the multi-objective optimization results
in [103] showed that the highest efficiency design had a particle diameter of 21.5 mm.
In [104], the effect of particle size variation on efficiency was minimal.

It should also be noted that the normalized stress of packed bed tanks increases with
increasing filler particle size [20]. Therefore, smaller filler particle diameters will improve
the mechanical performance of the thermocline tank.

5.2. Optimization of Operating Strategies for Thermocline Heat Storage Systems

Clarifying the impact of process parameters, such as flow velocity and temperature,
as well as the charging and discharging strategies during the operation of THS systems is
crucial for enhancing efficiency and stability. Furthermore, this understanding allows for
the rational design of THS systems based on specific parameter requirements.
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5.2.1. Flow Velocity

Numerous studies have investigated the influence of flow velocity on THS systems.
An increase in flow velocity often causes an augmentation in thermocline thickness,
thermal stratification degradation, and the percentage of thickness increase can reach
228% [20,57,97,138]. However, the impact of flow velocity on the efficiency of THS systems
is complex and varies according to the type of THS system.

For SMTHS tanks, lower flow velocities lead to smaller initial thermocline thicknesses.
As charging progresses, the thermocline thickness expands, and the difference in thickness
caused by various flow velocities depends on the initial thickness [16]. Increasing inlet flow
velocity induces more fluid mixing, enhancing heat transfer on one hand and increasing
disturbance to the thermocline on the other. To achieve optimal design, the effects of
both mixing and heat diffusion should be considered simultaneously [112]. Under the
same configuration, a higher Reynolds number results in lower efficiency for SMTHS
tanks [95]. Excessive flow velocities (Retank > 167) in SMTHS tanks lead to a sharp decrease
in charging and discharging efficiency, and the use of distributors mitigates the degradation
in performance caused by high flow velocities [46].

In DMTHS tanks with porous media flow, the flow regime can be determined based on
the Reynolds number (Rep) of the particle size: (a) Darcy or creeping flow regime (Rep < 1),
(b) Forchheimer flow regime (1 < Rep < 150), (c) post-Forchheimer flow regime (unsteady
laminar flow, 150 < Rep < 300), and (d) fully turbulent flow regime (Rep > 300) [104].

Solid particles in packed bed tanks act as natural distributors, and the impact of flow
velocity on the thermal performance of packed bed tanks is smaller than that on SMTHS
tanks. For packed bed tanks in laminar flow conditions, the effect of inlet velocity on
thermal performance is minimal. However, as turbulence develops, an increase in Reynolds
number and flow rate leads to a decrease in heat transfer and storage efficiency [104]. The
authors of Ref. [27] reported that for packed bed THS tanks, the efficiency first increases
and then decreases as the flow rate increases. Both total discharging and charging times
decrease with increasing inlet salt velocity, and for the discharging process, the outlet
temperatures are almost the same at different flow velocities [20].

For structured THS tanks, an increase in flow velocity results in reduced discharging ef-
ficiency for systems with different solid TESM structures. In the case of channel-embedded
structures, the effective discharging efficiency significantly decreases from 83.1% to 60%
when the fluid inlet velocity increases from 0.002 m/s to 0.01 m/s, while the efficiency drop
in packed bed structures is negligible [50]. An increase in flow velocity also causes an in-
crease in pressure drop in structured THS systems. As the HTF inlet velocity increases from
0.01 m/s to 0.1 m/s, the pump power consumption increases by more than 24 times [137].
In cascaded THS tanks, an increase in flow velocity results in decreased charging time and
exergy efficiency [129]. In hybrid sensible–latent THS tanks, an increase in flow velocity can
enhance the heat transfer rate, improving charging and discharging efficiency but reducing
effective discharging time [57].

For indirect THS tanks, the outlet temperature of the coil, stored thermal energy, and
extent of thermal stratification decrease with an increase in coil flow rate, while the dis-
charging rate and discharging efficiency increase. An increase in charging flow rate results
in an increase in the rate of thermal energy input to the tank, average heat extraction rate,
and cumulative energy discharged, while coil outlet temperature, discharging efficiency,
and operational duration decrease with the thermal stratification degradation [140].

In conclusion, an increase in flow velocity enhances heat transfer rates but also results
in greater fluid disturbance and pressure drop. Simultaneously, increased flow velocity
reduces charging time, minimizing heat losses to the surroundings [137]. Considering tank
wall heat losses, an optimal flow velocity can be determined [141].

5.2.2. Temperature

For THS systems, especially sensible heat THS systems, the temperature plays a
crucial role in determining the storage capacity. The higher the temperature of the
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high-temperature HTF entering the THS tank, the more heat can be stored in the high-
temperature zone of the tank. Additionally, the charging and discharging of the tank can
be controlled by adjusting the cut-off temperature (also called stop temperature), which is
the outlet temperature of the tank.

When the cut-off threshold (also called stop threshold) is denoted as κ, the outlet
cut-off temperature during charging is defined as follows:

Tch
out = TL + κch · (TH − TL) (33)

Among them, TH is the temperature of the high-temperature fluid injected during
charging, and TL is the temperature of the low-temperature fluid injected during discharge.
Similarly, the outlet cut-off temperature during discharge can be defined as follows:

Td
out = TL − κd · (TH − TL) (34)

During charging, the charging process is halted when the outlet temperature exceeds
the cut-off temperature, and during discharging, the discharge process is halted when the
outlet temperature falls below the cut-off temperature.

The cut-off temperature has an impact on the efficiency of the THS tank. Numerical
research by Vannerem et al. indicates that the utilization rate decreases with a strict thresh-
old (κch = κd = 0.05), and at hybrid thresholds (strict during charge, soft during discharge),
exergy efficiency increases overall [29]. For a THS system with a constant inlet flow rate,
temperature thresholds can be used to set the duration of charging and discharging.

Higher inlet temperatures during charging can reduce charging time [137,140]. Inlet
temperature also affects the efficiency of the THS tank. For SMTHS tanks, larger tempera-
ture differentials favor thermal stratification during charging, with less noticeable effects
during discharging [46]. After optimizing the distributor for SMTHS tanks, the impact of
temperature differentials on tank performance appears to be negligible [109]. Increasing
the inlet temperature or decreasing the outlet temperature can help the THS tank maintain
higher efficient discharge capability under high flow rates, which is crucial for improving
charging and discharging power [16].

For DMTHS tanks, Xie et al. found that as the maximum operating temperature of the
tank increases, charging efficiency slightly decreases due to increased heat losses, while
the overall efficiency slightly increases [15]. Numerical simulation results by Nandi et al.
indicate that the inlet fluid temperature has no significant impact on storage efficiency [104].
During discharging, the thickness of the thermocline zone decreases with the increase in
the temperature of the cold HTF, and after a prolonged discharging process, the thickness
shows less variation with the temperature of the cold HTF [20]. An increased temperature
difference between the hot and cold fluids in the tank leads to higher axial maximum me-
chanical stresses, while an increase in ambient temperature slightly reduces the normalized
stress on the tank wall [20]. An increase in the initial temperature of the tank reduces its
heat storage capacity [103].

In practical operations, inlet and outlet temperatures are often determined by the heat
source and heat consumers. Auxiliary heat exchangers can be used to adjust inlet and outlet
temperatures, but this may introduce additional costs and efficiency losses, necessitating
further research.

5.2.3. Charging and Discharging Strategies

In this section, different charging and discharging strategies in recent studies are
discussed in a categorized manner, and their highlights are summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5. Charging and discharging strategies and their highlights.

Reference Strategy Type Approach Characteristics

[65] Dynamic dual mode SMTHS Ex
Describe the thermal stratification phenomenon of THS

storage tanks used for cooking under three different
SCAD modes.

[126] Dynamic dual mode Indirect SMTHS Ex/Nu
The initial thermocline zone split into primary and secondary
thermocline zones, which expand with time and increasing

coil flow rate.

[9] Dynamic dual mode DMTHS Ex

The increase in discharge flow increases the overall
charge–discharge time, thickening the thermocline, and there

exists a “perfect flow” that maximizes discharge efficiency
and utilization rate.

[84]
Standby mode, reverse charging
method, and forward charging

method
DMTHS Ex

In long standby mode, reverse charging has twice the exergy
loss of forward charging, with significantly lower energy and

exergy efficiency than forward charging.

[129]

Series charging and discharging
method, parallel charging and
discharging method, and series

charging combined with parallel
discharging method

Multi-tank indirect SMTHS Ex/Nu

The parallel charging and discharging method has lower
discharge temperatures, and the series–parallel combination

method results in unequal discharge temperatures of the
three tanks, with the series charging and discharging method

being the best strategy.

[130] Series charging method Multi-tank SMTHS Nu
The thermocline zone can move between multiple tanks

connected in series, and the multi-tank THS reduces
thermocline energy loss.

[131] Segmented charging method Segmented bed Nu

Segmented charging can control the movement of thermal
fronts and maintain thermal stratification, and the segmented
position has a slight impact on the maximum energy storage

capacity of the system.

[105,132] Segmented charging and
discharging method Segmented bed Nu

Segmentation reduces conduction losses during the charging
mode, and segmented THS tanks have better performance
and economics than radial flow THS tanks and axial flow

THS tanks.

[30]
Two cycle control scenarios:

time-based and
temperature-based

Layered bed Ex

Layering reduces pressure loss by about 64% while
producing a narrower thermocline. In the time-based

scenario, the layered and simple modes have comparable
thermal performance, with lower exit loss in the layered

mode. In the temperature-based scenario, the layered mode
reaches the steady state earlier and has better performance.

[118]
Full charge–partial discharge
scheme, partial charge–partial

discharge scheme

Combined sensible–latent
THS, cascaded THS Nu

The overall efficiency of the full charge–partial discharge
scheme is much higher than the partial charge–partial

discharge scheme.

[133]

Seven charging and discharging
strategies consisting of four
charging strategies and five

discharging strategies

Two-tank TES, indirect
two-tank TES, DMTHS,

indirect DMTHS
Nu

The annual electricity production of a solar thermal power
plant with a THS system is always lower than that of the

same plant with a two-tank system. The electricity yield and
fossil fuel consumption for the seven strategies analyzed

show similar behavior in direct and indirect configurations.
The optimal strategy for the charging process is to partially
extract the thermocline region to feed the solar field to the

maximum allowable inlet temperature. The best strategies for
discharge technology are to completely extract the

thermocline region, and the feeding sequence to various
components of the power plant varies according to the

annual power generation or annual fossil fuel consumption.

In the Approach column, Ex represents experimental studies, and Nu represents numerical studies.

According to the charging and discharging status of the THS system, there are three
strategies: dynamic single mode, dynamic dual mode, and static mode [142]. In the dy-
namic single mode, either charging or discharging is conducted independently. Dynamic
dual mode, also known as simultaneous charging and discharging (SCAD) mode, involves
the simultaneous charging and discharging of the THS tank. The static mode refers to the
tank being in an isolated state, with no inflow or outflow of the HTF. Mawire et al. con-
ducted experimental research on the SCAD mode of THS tanks, testing three SCAD mode
experimental cases and describing the thermal stratification phenomenon and charging
power of the tank [83]. Khurana’s research group experimentally and numerically studied
the SCAD mode of a thermocline water tank equipped with a spiral discharge coil [140].
In the dynamic dual mode, the initial thermocline zone split into primary and secondary
thermocline zones as it descended through the spiral discharge coil, and the thermocline
zones expanded with increasing time and coil flow rate. Xi et al. conducted experimental
research on the SCAD process of a THS tank filled with PCM capsules, considering three
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cases where the charging flow rate remained constant at 0.7 m3/h, and the discharging
flow rates were 0.1 m3/h, 0.3 m3/h, and 0.5 m3/h, respectively [9]. The results showed that
an increase in the discharging flow rate would decrease the outlet temperature, increase
the thermocline zone thickness, and alter the time of supplying hot water above 69 ◦C,
indicating the existence of a ‘perfect flow rate’ based on specific discharging requirements.

Depending on the design requirements, some THS tanks need to be charged from
the bottom. This reverse charging method concentrates high-temperature fluid at the
bottom of the tank, leading to strong natural convection and significant heat exchange,
causing an irreversible entropy increase and rapid degradation of the thermocline [98].
Schwarzmayr et al. qualitatively and quantitatively studied the standby efficiency and
thermocline degradation of a DMTHS tank, comparing top charging (forward) and bottom
charging (reverse) methods [98]. The results indicated that under long standby mode, the
exergy losses in reverse charging were twice as much as forward charging, and the energy
efficiency (74%) and exergy efficiency (55%) of forward charging were significantly higher
than reverse charging (70% and 45%, respectively).

Due to mechanical constraints, a single tank cannot be too high. When the thermal
storage capacity demand is large, the THS system will include multiple tanks. Dickinson
et al. experimentally and numerically studied the thermal stratification behavior during
the charging and discharging processes of three indirect SMTHS tanks in different config-
urations: series charging and discharging, parallel charging and discharging, and series
charging combined with parallel discharging [143]. The results showed that during series
charging, the three tanks exhibited sequential stratification, but significant mixing occurred
in the latter two tanks. Parallel charging resulted in good stratification in all three tanks,
but the overall temperature was lower. The series–parallel combination led to unequal
output temperatures in the three tanks. Therefore, series charging and discharging are
more practical.

Szczęśniak et al. numerically studied a seasonal THS system for factory air condition-
ing, simulating multi-tank THS by connecting four thermocline tanks in series, allowing
the thermocline zone to move between different tanks [144]. The results indicated that
multi-tank THS could reduce thermocline energy losses, but the material required to man-
ufacture four tanks was 80% more than that for a single tank of the same capacity. The
schematic of series and parallel charging for the multi-tank THS is shown in Figure 15.
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Crandall and Thacher proposed the concept of segmented beds and conducted nu-
merical studies, dividing the packed bed into three segments and charging each segment
from top to bottom to control the movement of the thermal fronts and maintain thermal
stratification [145]. Figure 16 shows the charging process of the three-stage segmented THS
system. McTigue and White conducted an economic evaluation and thermal–economic
optimization of a PTES system with segmented packed beds [146]. The results showed
that segmentation could reduce the conduction losses during the storage stage but would
increase additional costs (valves and sensors). In the follow-up work, they compared the
segmented THS tank with the radial flow THS tank and the axial flow THS tank and found
that the segmented storage has the best performance and better economy [120]. However,
this analysis did not consider the costs of additional internal structures and control systems,
leading to some uncertainties.
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Figure 16. Schematic of segmented THS system.

Ameen et al. experimentally studied a novel layered packed bed THS system, which
is part of the world’s first grid-scale 150 kWe PTES demonstration system [30]. The
layered THS system, controlled by an intelligent Layer Control System, selectively opens or
closes gas bypass throttle valves to precisely control the thermal fronts through each layer.
Experiments showed that layering could reduce pressure losses by approximately 64%,
with minimal changes in round-trip energy efficiency, storage capacity, and utilization rate.
Under time-based cycle control, the exit losses from layered THS were reduced. Figure 17
shows different drawing views of the store.

Charging and discharging strategies have a significant impact on the overall efficiency
of the THS system, especially when considering continuous cycles. For the system proposed
in reference [132], the total efficiency of the fully charged–partially discharged scheme is
much higher than that of the partially charged–partially discharged scheme, with a 54.05%
increase in efficiency at a charging time of 4 h. Biencinto et al. developed a simulation
model using TRNSYS© 16 software to analyze the annual performance of two-tank or
THS systems with synthetic oil (indirect thermal storage) or molten salt (direct thermal
storage) as the HTF under different operating strategies [147]. The analysis showed that,
in terms of annual electricity generation and fossil fuel consumption, indirect and direct
thermal storage exhibited similar trends, and the optimal strategies for both methods might
be the same. The best strategy during the charging process was to partially extract the
thermocline region, feeding the solar field to its maximum allowable inlet temperature,
while the discharging process required a complete extraction of the thermocline region.
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5.3. Optimization of Thermocline Heat Storage System Numerical Model

Experimental studies on THS systems demand a lot of resources and time, incurring
high costs. The technical, economic, and environmental analysis of THS heavily relies
on numerical methods due to these challenges. Therefore, the development of fast and
accurate models is crucial to expedite research in THS. Various types of models have been
developed to investigate different aspects of THS. In the recent literature, software tools
employed for numerical studies on THS include Ansys CFX [8], Ansys Fluent [27,46,47],
Aspen Hysys [144], COMSOL [79], COMSOL Multiphysics [49,70,127], TRNSYS [42,147],
NEST [19], EBSILON [72], and Star-CCM+ [47].

Numerical models can be classified based on their dimensions into 0D, 1D, 2D, and
3D models. While 3D and 2D models vividly depict the flow and heat transfer phenomena
within the THS tank, they are computationally expensive and time-consuming. Such
models are suitable for analyzing fluid movement in localized areas of the tank, such
as inlets, outlets, distributors, and heat exchangers. For large-scale or seasonal system
studies, 1D and 0D models are employed to accelerate computational speed. The differences
between 0D, quasi-1D, and 1D modeling approaches are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Differences between 0D, quasi-1-dimensional, and 1D modeling approaches [26].
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The tan k is discretized into N layers of fixed thickness ∆x
and uniform temperature, where the layer at

the top is defined as layer number 1. The
thickness is known by dividing the tank

height by the chosen number of layers. N
energy balance ordinary differential equations

are required to calculate the temperature
stratification inside the storage tank as a

function of time.

13 s

Palomba and Frazzica provided a comprehensive review of numerical methods used
in recent years for THS design and gave simple guidelines for model selection, as shown
in Table 7 [148]. However, there is a lack of discussion on 0D models. This section will
describe the recent new research on the numerical method for THS optimization.

Table 7. Model selection guidelines [148].

Type of Model Main Features Motivation for Choosing the Model

1D Low computational effort, 2
phases assumed.

Simple geometry of the tank, with no effect of radiant
gradient, especially suited for coupling with

optimization methods.

2D 1-phase 1 heat equation for both filler and HTF,
reduced computational effort.

Systems in which Biot body approximation can be
applied. This occurs for small-size filler particles or low

Reynolds numbers in the fluid.

2D 2-phase 2 heat equations for filler and HTF.
Suitable for a wide variety of systems, including solid or

PCM fillers, vast literature data available, proven
reliability and accuracy.

3D Higher computational effort compared to
1D and 2D cases, higher accuracy.

The evaluation of localized phenomena, the evaluation
of complex geometries, i.e., in the distributors.

Szczęśniak et al. established a 3D model to simulate the thermal behavior of a hot
water tank and derived a 0D model for temperature stratification based on simulation
results [149]. This model accounts for heat loss through the thermocline and can be applied
for system-level and seasonal modeling. Raccanello et al. compared the applicability
of 0D, quasi-1D, and 1D models for numerical simulations of THS tanks [26]. The 0D
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model neglects heat conduction and mass transfer within the tank, while the quasi-1D
model disregards energy transfer between different layers within the tank, leading to the
underestimation of temperatures during the charging phase and overestimation during the
discharging phase. The 1D model can predict performance and thermal stratification with
sufficient accuracy.

Odenthal et al. compared four 1D models for packed beds (the Schumann model, the
continuous solid-phase model, the single-phase model, and a bidisperse model) under
different usage scenarios (single blow operation, cyclic operation, and annual simula-
tions) [48]. The results indicated that for small particles, a single-phase model is suitable,
while a bidisperse model is preferable for larger particles. Variable fluid characteristics
can be neglected for long-term simulations (cyclic and annual simulations). A 1D model
developed by Untrau et al. using a new discretization method, considering Orthogonal
Collocation (OC) and Orthogonal Collocation on Finite Elements (OCFE), showed faster
solving speed and higher accuracy compared to traditional 1D models [150]. In comparison
to multi-node models, the OCFE model used fewer discrete points, resulting in faster
computation speed while maintaining the same level of accuracy. The model has been
validated with real factory data.

Numerical models predicting the thermal behavior of packed beds can be categorized
into continuous methods and discrete methods [151]. Continuous methods are character-
ized by short computation times and relatively accurate predictions of overall packed bed
behavior but are limited in accurately estimating radiation heat transfer [152]. Discrete
methods, as documented in the literature, allow for the explicit treatment of radiation
through two approaches: short-range [153,154] and long-range [155]. Long-range methods
are often based on the Monte Carlo ray tracing (MCRT) method, enabling the calculation of
radiation effective thermal conductivity in monodisperse groups of spheres [156]. How-
ever, the drawback of this method lies in its high computational cost. Wu et al. proposed
an extended thermal discrete element method for calculating conduction–radiation heat
transfer in packed beds, with computational costs nearly identical to those required for
conduction alone [157]. A new discrete model developed by Cortés et al. integrated a
method called Layer View Factor for radiation estimation, demonstrating a significantly
lower computation time (9088 times less) compared to the MCRT-KC method [152].

Flueckiger and Garimella developed a model to assess the storage behavior of PCM-
filled THS tanks, integrated into a system-level model for CSP plants. This model identi-
fied the optimal range of PCM parameters to maximize the annual output of the power
plant [128]. Khurana et al. established and validated a 2D axisymmetric numerical model
for cylindrical THS tanks [158]. The predictive model, developed using a seven-parameter
three-level Box–Behnken Response Surface Methodology, can accurately predict changes in
the thermal stratification, entropy production, and storage efficiency of THS tanks.

The performance of the THS system is collectively determined by multiple parameters,
and there are interactions among these parameters. It is essential to employ appropriate
algorithms to optimize these parameters. Trevisan et al. developed a novel quasi-dynamic
boundary evolutionary genetic algorithm for the comprehensive multi-objective optimiza-
tion of an industrial-scale packed bed THS system, taking into account the levelized cost
of storage [159]. Nandi used a CFD–Taguchi combined method to assess the impact of
Reynolds number, particle diameter, bed porosity, and tank aspect ratio on the energy
storage performance of the tank, determining the optimal conditions and geometric shapes
of the system [104]. Le Roux et al. employed a combination of Shannon entropy and
a multi-criteria decision-making method using the NSGA-II multi-objective genetic al-
gorithm to optimize the packed bed THS system, considering technical, economic, and
environmental aspects [33]. Marti et al. utilized a constrained multi-objective optimiza-
tion approach to optimize the exergy efficiency and material cost of the packed bed THS
system, handling the competing goals of maximizing exergy efficiency and minimizing
material costs through Pareto frontiers [103]. Compared to brute-force design methods, the
optimization procedure can reduce computation time by 91–99%. Lou et al. introduced a
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novel intermediate evaluation metric to characterize the real-time thermal behavior of THS
tanks, significantly reducing the computational cost of the optimization problem by at least
six times [95].

6. Conclusions and Perspectives

Thermocline heat Storage (THS) is considered a promising solution to address energy
challenges and promote sustainable development due to its economic and stable nature.
This work reviews the latest research on THS systems, including principles, materials,
applications, and optimization methods, and draws the following conclusions:

• SMTHS systems are structurally simple and easy-to-maintain but have lower thermal
storage capacity, making them suitable for domestic applications. Distributors are
needed to mitigate the impact of the inlet jet on thermal performance.

• DMTHS systems offer large thermal storage capacity and stable performance but
require special attention to the thermal ratcheting issue. Strategies such as composite
walls, conical storage tanks, and structured tanks can be used to reduce the risk of
structural failure. Due to mechanical limitations, the maximum height for packed bed
THS systems is 16 m.

• Increasing the aspect ratio can reduce the diffusion of the thermocline zone but may
increase heat loss. During long standby modes, spherical and barrel-shaped tanks are
the most efficient; parabolic tanks perform better in charge–discharge modes.

• When selecting TESMs, multiple requirements must be considered. Utilizing local nat-
ural materials and industrial waste can reduce costs and address waste management
issues, but stability and compatibility must be considered.

• The ordered packing of solid TESMs can enhance thermal stratification stability and
reduce pressure drop. The cascaded configuration using both sensible and latent heat
TESMs can improve the system’s thermal performance and efficiency; three–five levels
are recommended based on cost and structural considerations.

• Axial downward flow from the top of the tank is the optimal flow direction. For tanks
requiring a reverse flow design, distributors should be used to limit the movement of
solid particles within the tank to maintain a fixed bed state. Radial flow packed bed
structures have low pressure drop and self-insulation properties but lower efficiency.

• Multi-objective optimization is necessary in THS system design. Excessively small
particle sizes and high flow rates can significantly reduce THS system performance,
and insulation treatment is crucial in any design.

• For multi-tank THS systems, a series configuration is recommended to achieve stable
outlet temperatures and reduce the diffusion of thermal gradients.

• Charging and discharging strategies significantly affect the overall efficiency of THS,
especially for continuous cyclic operation. Numerical studies of large-scale or seasonal
systems require one-dimensional models to accelerate computation speed.

• THS has bright application prospects in fields such as hydrogen storage and waste
heat recovery, with both environmental and economic benefits.

In light of the deficiencies in current research, we propose the following recommenda-
tions and perspectives:

• The arrangement of solid TESMs in structured THS tanks needs to be optimized to
improve heat transfer efficiency and thermal efficiency.

• There is a lack of experimental research to verify the effectiveness and feasibility for
orderly bed-type THS tanks.

• Research on the thermal cycling and long-term operation of THS systems is scarce,
and attention should be paid to the cycling efficiency and long-term performance of
THS heating systems under different operating strategies.

• Further in-depth research on the thermal ratcheting issue of packed bed THS systems
is needed to determine the specific conditions that may lead to structural damage.
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